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These will help you to get to grips with the language of ASIST:
      Suicide Safer Communities: The aim of ASIST is to raise awareness around the issue of suicide, to enable many people to       
      become care givers to people who are at risk of suicide and to ensure that everyone is aware of the wide range of supports       
      there are in all societies to help anyone experiencing thoughts of suicide or engaging in suicidal behaviours. 

      Person at Risk: We often refer to the Person at Risk during the workshop. This is a person experiencing thoughts of suicide or 
      who is at risk of suicidal behaviour – (including those who have had suicidal behaviours in the past). 

      Caregiver: We often refer to the Caregiver in the workshop. This is you, the participant – the person who reaches out and 
      extends their offer of support to a person at risk the caregiver is saying: I understand, I hear you and I care.

      River of Suicide: We begin the course with an analogy of a river as a person’s journey towards harm or death from suicide.       
      All life’s usual problems are the tributaries to this river. Not everyone crosses over the live-giving barrier into the river, where 
      thoughts of suicide happen but many, many do. People at risk of suicide are at different places in the river; they may be far up 
      stream with fleeting thoughts of suicide or near the rapids with a plan clearly formulated. Wherever they are, the ASIST PAL 
      model helps a caregiver to develop the skills to get that person to the bank and hopefully, out of the river. 

      Pathway for Assisting Life or (PAL):  The PAL model is the guide that a caregiver uses to lead a person at risk to a position of 
      safety for now. We use a diagram made up of 3 triangles to represent three stages of a conversation where the caregiver and 
      the person at risk come to mutual agreements to go ahead and make a plan to keep the person away from immediate risk 
      of harm.

      Turning Point: When a person at risk begins to turn away from harm and death and towards safety and life. This can be a very 
      subtle hesitation in their plan to suicide. It must be supported and used to help the person at risk to turn away from death, 
      at least for now. 

      Safety First: When harm to the person at risk or others has already begun or is imminent. When prolonged conversations,       
      hearing the story and turning points are not relevant and when the caregiver must involve the emergency services. 

      Safety Guards: When you, the caregiver, are developing an ASIST safe plan with the person at risk, there are certain checks you       
      need to make: Is there a suicide plan in place that needs to be disabled? How do you do it? Are there any dangers from drugs 
      or alcohol? What? Can you guard against them? Is there a known mental health issue? What? How did the person at risk 
      previously get help with this? What happened? Has there been prior suicide behaviour? What happened? What did the person 
      learn from this experience?  

      Safety Aids: Can you involve wider support? Is there a situation causing problems for the person at risk that can be changed?
      Who can they also rely on? What personal strengths have they got that you can highlight to them? 

      Safe Plan: This is a plan that the caregiver and the person at risk create to keep the person at risk safe for now. It must be 
      agreed on with the person at risk and confirmed with them to ensure they feel supported and sure of the steps that will be 
      followed to keep them safe.
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Applied Suicide Intervention Skills Training (ASIST) 
is an interactive workshop in suicide first aid. 

ASIST teaches participants to recognise when someone may have thoughts of suicide 
and work with them to create a plan that will support their immediate safety. 

Although ASIST is widely used by healthcare providers, participants don’t need any 
formal training to attend the workshop - anyone 16 or older can learn and use 
the ASIST model.

This course:

2 sessions, 5.5hrs to cover all the main skills involved in 
Suicide Intervention. 

Interactive, online course with two facilitators. Based fully on 
Living Works ASIST course.

ASIST
What is ASIST?



Prior Learning for session1: 
Complete 2 surveys, look at glossary of key terms

Session 1 - 3 hours
     Introduction to Suicide Safer Communities & the Issue of Suicide
    Experiences of Suicide & Attitudes
    PAL Model
    Audio Visual Stimulus 1 & Discussion
    Exploring Invitations
    Asking About Suicide
    Hearing the Story
    Supporting the Turning Point
    Role play & Developing a Safe Plan

Prior Learning for session 2: 
Watch audio-visual 2 ‘It Begins with You’ and revise PAL model

Session 2 - 2.5 hours 
    
    Analysis of audio-visual ‘It Begins with You’   
    Practice simulations
    Role play scenarios: Caregiver and Person at Risk
    Conclusions 

All course materials, extra resources and audio-visuals can be accessed on this 
resource page:

https://padlet.com/annnicholsero/rs55evyo75fqah5a

Please do not share this page with anyone outside of your course.
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Background Questionnaire

Prior to commencement, please complete these 2 surveys:

a. Your job:

Clergy Administrator    Counsellor Educator  Other
Nurse Police/ Corrections Officer  Physician Volunteer
Psychologist Youth worker   Social worker

b. Has anyone you know suicided? (Y/N)

Who?   other   acquaintance     close friend   family

b. Has anyone you know had prior suicide behaviour? (Y/N)

Who?   other   acquaintance     close friend   family

c. Have you been a helper to a person at risk of suicide? (Y/N) 

How many times?  1-2-5  6-20               +20   Job related or personally?

d. How prepared do you feel to help a person at risk?

Well-prepared?        Mostly prepared?       Partly prepared?                                                  Not prepared?

e. My feelings about suicide mostly come from…

(Choose as many as are true for you)

I have few or nor feelings about suicide  job-related experience with suicide   internet
Lectures, workshops etc    personal experience related with suicide
Media programs     books, newspapers, articles, etc

f. Who would you tell if you had thoughts of suicide?

caring person      clergy         co-worker                   friend                 family       

health worker                  other                      no-one
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Attitudes Survey

Mark on the scale where you feel your attitude lies:

Strongly Agree                Strongly Disagree

1. Suicide Is wrong

2. People have a right to suicide

3. There are limits to what I will do to prevent suicide

4. Anyone can be at risk of suicide

5. Persons who suicide are responsible for their own actions

6. Persons thinking about suicide also have reasons to live

7. People serious about suicide cannot be helped

8. I am hopeful my community can work together to prevent suicide

9. I have failed if a person I am helping suicides

10. I will be ashamed if someone I am close to suicides

ASIST
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Pathway for Assisting Life (PAL)

Connecting with Suicide Understanding Choices Assisting Life

PAL Phases

Notes Notes Notes



Audiovisual 1: ‘Cause of Death’
ASIST

In groups, make comments on each of the situations shown 
in the video.

Think of the role of the caregiver and how the conversation relates to the PAL model.

What mistakes are made?

Police officers: Doctor and Christina:

Teacher and Jack: Counsellor and Nick: 
(gentleman due to retire)
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PAL model
key stages and agreements:

Flowchart

Explore Invitations

Ask about Suicide

     Confirm

Hear the Story

Support the Turning Point

     Confirm

Agree to ‘Keep Safe for Now’

Develop the Safe Plan

     Safety first
     Check guards
     Check aids

Confirm back the actions in the safe plan



Audio Visual 2 ‘It Begins with You’
ASIST

Please watch this before session 2. 
It will help you to answer these questions.

Comment on the words: 

PATIENCE, FLEXIBILITY & PERSITENCE 
when carrying out an intervention conversation.

What invitations did Mary give?

How does he have to show patience?

How does he correct this?

How does the reference tool help him?

What does John do at the end to confirm 
this plan?

How did her nephew explore these?

What happens when they get out of sync? 
What mistake does he make?

What are the steps of PAL you observe?

How is the safe plan formed?

How did you see the PAL model work?



ASIST
ASIST Safe Plan

Check Safety First: is there immediate risk of harm?
can person at risk participate in
intervention?

Check Safety GUARDS: does a plan need to be disabled?
are drugs / alcohol involved?
is there a mental health issue?
has there been prior suicide behaviour?

Check Safety AIDS: situation change
involve supports (others)
draw on strengths (personal)

Confirm Actions
in the Safe Plan:

what?
when?
how?
who?

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4



Accreditation & Certification
Although these online sessions are based entirely on Living Works ASIST 
Suicide Intervention Skills Training materials, the course has been adapted in 
order to be able to facilitate online learning.

Both Tom and Ann are qualified ASIST Trainers and want to be able to ensure 
participants can receive their official accreditation as ASIST caregivers. 

In order to do this, we will arrange to spend some time face-to-face with 
participant groups to ensure you meet the required standards to be
certificated as official Living Works ASIST Caregivers for your communities.

Suicide safer communities


